Become lucky with diamond purchased from a Chicago
In a lucky woman’s life there will occasions that seem like the fairy tale has come true. One
such day is when the man she loves proposes and offers her a diamond engagement ring as
a token of his love. A Henri Daussi diamond purchased from a Chicago area Albert’s
Jewelers at this moment will take her breath away. These Gemological Institute of America
(GIA) certified diamonds are cut with the experience stemming from a European tradition
of fine stones. Antwerp, Belgium is the diamond capital of Europe. It was there, 60 years
ago, that Henri Daussi Loots learned the art of diamond cutting from his father. His father
had learned the business from his own father. Diamonds are a tradition in the Henri Daussi
family. That business, now headquartered in New York, is still family owned and these
diamonds are only available at authorized retailers in the United States and Canada –
stores like Albert’s Jewelers which has been serving Chicago since 1904 with convenient
locations
in
Schererville
and
Merrillville.
These Henri Daussi exquisitely cut diamond rings have been mentioned on the pages of
magazines such as “Martha Stewart Weddings”, “Engagement 101 Magazine” and “Brides”.
The sparkle of a finely cut engagement ring may only be reflection of the sparkle in the eyes
of the receiver as she joyously accepts the invitation but that wedding set is expected to
sparkle and be worn 24/7 for a lifetime. Then, continuing on in the same tradition as the
Henri Daussi family business, these are diamonds destined to become heirlooms. It’s one of
the most important purchases that you’ll make. The diamond you give your future bride
today will be gifted down through generations and treasured. The trained staff at Albert’s
Jewelers, only about 30 minutes from downtown Chicago, know that and will be happy to
help
you
chose
the
perfect
ring
set.
Most of us know a little bit about caret weight but did you know diamonds are also graded
on cut, color and clarity? These are the four c’s of diamond quality. An expertly cut
diamond, like those available from Henri Daussi Chicago, will reflect light as only a
diamond is able. The unique, brilliant light refraction of a high quality diamond is
unchallenged by any other gem or manmade material. Formed under immense pressure,
the higher the diamond clarity, which is an absence of inclusions and blemishes, the more
“flawless” the diamond. Color varies on a scale of D to Z from colorless to light. These
different characteristics have a great effect on price regardless of caret weight. Experts at
Albert’s Jewelers can help you find the perfect stone that you’ll be proud to show. From
Henri Daussi engagement rings and ladies wedding bands to wedding bands for him, you’ll
find just the set you need at Albert’s Jewelers. So come in soon and enjoy viewing a Henri
Daussi creation. These gems symbolize the essence of enduring love. Choose an heirloom
and start a tradition for the generations of your future family.

